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Market Exuberance

Bracing yet for another major shake-up?

Chairman’s Message
Market seems to be teeming with good news of a protracted recovery, at least by measure of stock performance. Wary but growing confidence in businesses seems to be the order of the day. Monetary policies and continued accommodation through monetary easing and market stimulus have propelled stock and asset prices to past
highs, and even surpassing historical highs. While this may seem like good news, there are reasons for us as risk
professionals to step back and examine if there is a real case for congratulating each other for so successfully defeating the potential disastrous eﬀects of the 2008 crisis with minimal overall pain across global economies.
The eﬀects of persistent market interventions and continued regulations are certain to exact structural distortions to reward and incentive structures that would be otherwise adjusted through “free-market” mechanisms.
This interplay of market forces in the face of constant interventions and the shifting eﬀects will need to be understood so we could better know where things are headed, and whether we need to start bracing for yet another major shake-up.
One critical way of understanding markets is a careful examination of history. History accords many great
lessons for examining the risks of tomorrow and dealing with situations we face today. But even this is fraught
with much diﬃculties, as we have a great tendency to view history with pre-conceived ideas and use history to justify our views than learn objectively from the past. When we are able to do so, history can be a powerful tool, as
King Solomon has wisely said, “There is nothing new under the sun.”
So here in this issue, we present one interesting article by Alex Pollock on “The American Banking System
Might Not Last Until Monday” - a compelling read for how often we fail to look back in dealing with today’s issues and tomorrow’s challenges. As we brace for challenges of tomorrow, it might also be useful to read David
Rowe’s article on “Risk Management Beyond VaR and Emerging Technologies” and Sumit Mathur’s article on
“Capital Management - Dawn of a New Era” for some perspectives on evolving technologies and solutions for
the future in risk management. We have also included here Mayra Rodriguez’s interesting article “Can Banks’
Volcker Metrics Be Trusted”, which is part of a series of articles by Mayra on Volcker Rule implementation. We
have also included three interesting articles: Peter Wallison’s “Underwriting the Next Housing Crisis”, Prof. Cliﬀ
Rossi’s “Making Sense of Aﬀordable Housing and GSE Reforms” and Prof. Moorad Choudhry’s “Derivatives
Funding Value Adjustment (FVA) and Bank’s Internal Funding Policy”, for your reading pleasure. We also included here a quick highlight of the recent September “Gearing for the Future in Risk Management” event.
We trust you will enjoy the compilation of articles in this issue. Do send us your comments and suggestions
via email to info@finrisk.org. We encourage you to learn more about other FinRisk initiatives and activities at our
website: www.finrisk.org.
Steven P. Lee
Chair, FinRisk Founding Committee
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Clifford V. Rossi
Professor-of-the-Practice and
Executive in Residence at the
Robert H. Smith
School of Business,
University of Maryland and
former risk management banking senior executive.

Making Sense of
Affordable Housing
and GSE Reform

Rather than focus on a comprehensive solution to housing finance reform that
takes the best of what worked about the GSEs and addresses the deficiencies of
these companies and aﬀordable housing policy, we have piecemeal solutions.
These include federally mandated underwriting and loan repurchase rules, federally
appropriated profits of private investors in the GSEs, that destroy incentives for private capital to flow freely to housing. Such overbearing and highly ineﬃcient regulations hinder rather than promote a real recovery in housing. It’s time for the Dark
Ages of housing to end and its renaissance to begin.

Since Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac en-

these agencies were conduits for overly ag-

tered conservatorship in 2008, there has

gressive aﬀordable housing goals that con-

become a sort of urban legend surround-

tributed greatly to the losses sustained by

ing the role aﬀordable housing played in

both companies, eventually leading to their

the mortgage crisis as well as that of both

current state of financial limbo known as

firms. One of the perennial issues cited fre-

conservatorship. Unfortunately, in part

quently by detractors of the government-

due to this mindset, housing markets con-

sponsored enterprise model exemplified

tinue to be held hostage to failed policy

by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac is that

and until some of the “myth” surrounding
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the GSEs is dispelled and eﬀective hous-

gages that conformed to their underwriting

ing policy established, the ability of credit-

guidelines. The mortgage industry never

worthy first-time homebuyers and low-

satisfactorily defined what constituted a

and moderate-income borrowers to gain

subprime mortgage, but equating low-mod

broader access to mortgage credit will be

loans to subprime is a gross mischaracteri-

severely limited as it is today.

zation of that segment of the market.

Ample empirical evidence, including actual
delinquency and default statistics suggests that aﬀordable housing goals enforced on the GSEs did not materially con-

Moreover, making the GSEs out to be the
financial villains of the mortgage crisis is
an easy sell to a fearful and angry public,
but it doesn’t make it true.

tribute to the crisis. At the same time, the

The good news is that we have an opportu-

goals were an ineﬀective mechanism for

nity to get this country’s housing market

promoting aﬀordable housing. For one, ap-

back on its feet and greatly shrink the mas-

plying the goals on a volume basis greatly

sive federal support that has existed since

diﬀused any public subsidy that was in-

2008. Unwinding the conservatorship for

tended for low- and moderate-income bor-

both GSEs is well within the regulatory pur-

rowers. Most goals were achieved from

view of Fannie and Freddie’s regulator, the

within the core of the agencies’ business

Federal Housing Finance Agency. Recapi-

so that in reality these programs contrib-

talizing and reconstituting the agencies as

uted very little to aﬀordable housing. Even

they were but with capital buﬀers that

so, the risk of these loans was far less than

would ensure taxpayers never again face

traditional subprime loans such as 2/28

having to bail out these companies, vigi-

and 3/27 adjustable rate mortgages found

lant oversight in the form of a public utility

in private label securities of the time.

model and eﬀective practices and controls

What is lost in the political rhetoric is the
fact that the agencies had negligible exposure to traditional subprime loans even
though they had sizable positions in riskier

that would avoid future financial troubles
can be accomplished within the next few
years and without waiting for Congress to
act.

loans including special aﬀordable pro-

An essential ingredient to all of this is form-

grams, and other nontraditional loans such

ing a sensible housing policy that clearly

as stated-income and interest only mort-

defines the purpose and roles of the GSEs,
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FHA and the private sector, and estab-

outlays that can send homeowners down a

lishes eﬀective mechanisms to ensuring

path of mortgage instability and financial

low- and moderate-income borrowers

ruin. Rather than a fund for experimenta-

have access to credit and the ability to re-

tion and innovation as the Market Access

main in their homes. Today, a portion of

Fund of the Johnson-Crapo GSE reform

the FHA and GSE mortgage markets com-

bill touted, this fund would directly support

pete against one another in a sort of feder-

those borrowers needing the most help.

ally supported shell game that only mortgage bankers understand. And for decades housing policy has been conflicted
on what types of loans should be oﬀered
by the GSEs and FHA. Loan limits have
been one way to limit funding mortgages
to millionaires, but we still allow the GSEs
to insure vacation homes and loans to investors. Does this even make sense from
a public policy perspective? Moreover, setting high level aﬀordable housing targets
doesn’t directly help a low- and moderateincome family struggling to make their next
month’s payment when they lose their job
or their furnace breaks down.

Instead of focusing on a comprehensive solution to housing finance reform that takes
the best of what worked about the GSEs
and addresses the deficiencies of these
companies and aﬀordable housing policy,
we have piecemeal solutions. These, such
as federally mandated underwriting and
loan repurchase rules, federally appropriated profits of private investors in the
GSEs, destroy incentives for private capital
to flow freely to housing. Such overbearing and highly ineﬃcient regulations hinder
rather than promote a real recovery in housing. It’s time for the Dark Ages of housing
to end and its renaissance to begin.

What’s lacking in the housing policy dialogue are practical but viable solutions for
financing mortgages for low-mod and middle class borrowers. Instead of establishing broad aﬀordable housing goals, one
possibility would be to create a fund supported by GSE guarantee fees that could
be used by financially challenged borrowers to bridge temporary unemployment
spells, major unexpected housing-related

3
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Underwriting the
Next Housing
Crisis

Peter J. Wallison
Senior Fellow, the American
Enterprise Institute (AEI)

SEVEN years after the housing bubble burst, federal regulators backed
away just last month from the tougher mortgage-underwriting standards that the
Dodd-Frank Act of 2010 had directed them to develop. New standards were supposed to raise the quality of the “prime” mortgages that get packaged and sold to
investors; instead, they will have the opposite eﬀect.
Peter J. Wallison, a senior fellow at the American Enterprise Institute, is the author of the forthcoming book
“Hidden in Plain Sight: What Really Caused the World’s Worst Financial Crisis and Why It Could Happen Again.”
This article first appeared in The New York Times, October 31, 2014 and
is reproduced here with permission of the author.

Responding to the law, federal regulators

credit record and a maximum debt-to-

proposed tough new standards in 2011,

income ratio of 36 percent. But under pres-

but after bipartisan outcries from Congress

sure, they dropped the down payment and

and fierce lobbying by interested parties,

good-credit requirements and agreed to a

including community activists, the Obama

debt-to-income limit as high as 43 per-

administration and the real estate and

cent.

banking industries — all eager to increase
home sales — the standards have been
watered down. The regulators had wanted
a down payment of 20 percent, a good

The regulators believe that lower underwriting standards promote homeownership
and make mortgages and homes more af-
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fordable. The facts, however, show that the

housing prices up, making them less aﬀord-

opposite is true.

able for low- and moderate-income buy-

In the late ’80s and early ’90s, down payments were 10 to 20 percent. The home-

ers, while also inducing would-be homeowners to take more risk.

ownership rate was 64 percent — about

That’s why homes were more aﬀordable be-

where it is now — and nearly 90 percent of

fore the 1990s than they are today. Back

housing markets were

then, when traditional

considered aﬀordable

standards for “prime”

(that is, home prices

mortgages prevailed,

were no more than

homes were smaller;

three times family in-

they had fewer bath-

come). By 2011 only 50

rooms, and the kitch-

percent were consid-

ens were not appointed

ered aﬀordable, and by

by Martha Stewart. A

2014, just 36 percent —

family could buy and

even though down pay-

live in a “starter home”

ments as low as 5 per-

for several years before

cent are now common.

selling it and using the

How could this be? Consider this: If the required
down payment for a
mortgage is 10 percent,

accumulated equity to
buy a bigger or better
appointed home.
In a competitive hous-

a potential home buyer with $10,000 can

ing market not subsidized by lax stan-

purchase a $100,000 home. But if the

dards, home builders would similarly ad-

down payment is dropped to 5 percent,

just by reducing the size and amenities of

the same buyer can purchase a $200,000

new homes to meet the financial resources

home. The buyer is taking more risk by bor-

of home buyers entering the market. Home

rowing more, but can aﬀord to bid more.

prices would stabilize and not rise faster

In other words, low underwriting standards
— especially low down payments — drive

than incomes. Low- and moderate-income
families and millennials might have to wait

5

to save for a first home, but they would be

lies. Although it runs counter to the current

able to aﬀord it.

Washington view, good underwriting stan-

(Higher down payments are not the only
way to limit excessive borrowing. The

dards can satisfy the objectives of both
parties.

“standard” 30-year mortgage is a subsi-

It’s clear that today’s policies create win-

dized, archaic result of our government’s

ners and losers. The winners include real

distorted housing policies; very few home

estate agents and home builders, who

buyers stay in a home for 30 years. A 15-

want to increase borrowing and sell ever-

year fixed-rate mortgage means higher

larger and more expensive homes. The los-

monthly payments, but the homeowner

ers, as we saw in the financial crisis, are

starts to accumulate equity sooner, reduc-

borrowers of modest means who are lured

ing the lender’s risk.)

into financing arrangements they can’t af-

If the government got out of the way,
would sound underwriting standards come
back? History suggests yes. Although Fan-

ford. When the result is foreclosure and
eviction, one of the central goals of homeownership — building equity — is undone.

nie Mae and Freddie Mac were

After the financial crisis, Representative

government-backed, they were

Barney Frank — the Massachusetts Demo-

shareholder-owned, profit-making firms.

crat who led the House Financial Services

They adopted strong underwriting stan-

Committee during the crisis, and a cham-

dards to avoid the credit risk of subprime

pion of credit programs for low-income

and other high-risk mortgages. But after

buyers — admitted, “It was a great mis-

Congress enacted aﬀordable-housing

take to push lower-income people into

goals, administered by the Department of

housing they couldn’t aﬀord and couldn’t

Housing and Urban Development, in 1992,

really handle once they had it.” Policy mak-

underwriting standards declined.

ers who support homeownership would be

Republicans generally favor eliminating the
government’s role in housing finance, while
Democrats worry that without government

wise to consider who is hurt and who is
helped when we abandon traditional underwriting standards.

support, mortgages would be too expensive for low- and moderate-income fami-
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Can Banks' Volcker
Metrics Be Trusted?

Mayra Rodríguez
Valladares
Managing Principal
at MRV Associates, a
New York-based capital markets and
financial regulatory
consulting and training firm.

Be careful what you wish for. Banks are confronting the wisdom of this idiom
as they face up to the enormous technological demands necessary to comply with
the Volcker Rule. Their extensive lobbying against the rule helped them win numerous market-making, hedging and underwriting exceptions. Now risk managers and
IT personnel are left struggling to deal with the rule's significant granular data requirements.
This article is reproduced here with permission of the author

If the Volcker Rule could really be imple-

Rule, along with the diﬃculties posed by

mented in a timely manner, it would im-

people, processes and external events

pose upon banks a badly needed due dili-

such as outsourcing lawyers and IT ven-

gence framework for monitoring their secu-

dors. Numerous research reports demon-

rities and derivatives trading, along with

strating that banks are having serious data

their hedge fund and private equity invest-

and technology problems only reinforce

ments. Yet what I observe is that the chal-

my on-the-ground perceptions about both

lenges of data acquisition and making nec-

domestic and foreign bank organizations

essary technological changes constitute

here in the US.

significant operational risk exposures for
banks trying to implement the Volcker

7

To qualify for exemptions, banks need to

of processes still in place, it's no wonder

design their trading desks' inventory not to

that risk managers and IT professionals are

exceed the reasonably expected near-term

significantly challenged by the prospect of

demands of customers. Simply figuring out

figuring out what new systems are neces-

what constitutes reasonable near-term de-

sary and how to modify existing ones.

mand takes time. Banks must provide demonstrable analysis of historical customer
demand. But since banks had not been collecting data to prove the purpose of their
transactions before the Volcker Rule was
passed, they are now struggling to recreate history and find reliable information.
Other parts of the rule are also favorable to
banks but are nonetheless data-intensive.
For example, portfolio hedging, which was
a major cause of JPMorgan Chase's London Whale scandal, is still permitted. However, the Volcker Rule requires banks to
provide additional contemporaneous documentation upon trade execution in order to
prove that the hedges really are mitigating

Legacy systems that are not so easy to
adapt to the granularity of the Volcker Rule
and other Dodd-Frank and Basel III rules
also represent a significant obstacle.
Banks often have multiple, disparate systems for securities and diﬀerent derivatives. This exacerbates data accumulation

risk in the relevant situation.

and aggregation, which is now even more

Another significant problem that predates

the systems do not facilitate communicate

the Volcker Rule is that manual processes

between front, middle and back oﬃces.

still abound in trading — especially for tai-

This makes it diﬃcult to automate key risk

lored over-the-counter derivatives and illiq-

data in the way that is necessary for day-

uid securities. For example, traders still in-

to-day trading, not to mention Volcker Rule

put some transactions into spreadsheets

quantitative metrics.

and email the spreadsheets between diﬀerent departments and legal entities, and
even between countries. With these types

important under the Volcker Rule. Often

Bankers are well aware of these problems.
A bank professional at one of the largest
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foreign bank organizations in the U.S. re-

trail for risk managers, auditors and regula-

cently told me that "systems have not

tors.

been updated to have the necessary features to accumulate the data in a way necessary to report Volcker metrics and to be
granular enough to report by trading

Many of the largest banks with over $50 billion in assets are building their own inhouse systems. However, it is question-

desk."

able how well those systems are inte-

Part of the reason banks are lagging be-

Even more questionable is how smaller

hind in their compliance timelines is that it

firms will cope with the cost and complex-

has only been 10 months since chief risk

ity of new technology demands.

oﬃcers and chief data oﬃcers have known
the final rule. Moreover, some vague parts
of the rule and components that are subject to multiple interpretations are making
it diﬃcult for risk and data oﬃcers to decide the type of systems they want, how
they need to change data accumulation,
validation and reporting, and how to assign the right personnel to the right posts.
In addition, numerous government lawsuits

grated with existing systems at the firms.

It is high time that regulators, financial journalists and analysts ask themselves
whether they can really trust that the very
banks struggling to monitor their counterparties, failing stress tests, making accounting mistakes and running into regulatory reporting problems are really capable
of reporting Volcker quantitative metrics accurately and in a timely manner.

over alleged rate manipulations and improper foreclosures are diverting management attention from prioritizing IT challenges surrounding the Volcker Rule and
capital rules.
Ideally, banks need a single platform that
can be automated for data accumulation
and aggregation. And since data governance has taken on additional importance
with the Volcker Rule, the platform needs
to be robust enough to provide an audit
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The American Banking
System Might Not Last
Until Monday

Alex Pollock
Resident Fellow at the
American Enterprise
Institute. He was President and CEO of the
Federal Home Loan
Bank of Chicago
1991-2004.

Learning from the crises you’ve forgotten.
How good is the human group mind at financial memory? Pretty bad.
For example, consider this really striking bit of history: “The then Federal Reserve Chairman made a phone call to the Bank of Japan Governor on that critical Friday night (Saturday in Japan) in August of that year.” The chairman’s “first words
were that the American banking system might not last until Monday. The crisis was
that serious.”
This article is reproduced here with permission of the author

Financial history quiz: Which year was

seven years ago this month) is not the cri-

that? What was the crisis? Who was the

sis in question.

Federal Reserve chairman making such an
extreme statement?

The right answers are: 1982. The global

Hint: our most recent financial crisis,

“LDC (less-developed country) debt cri-

which started in August 2007 (already

sis.” The Fed chairman was Paul Volcker.

sovereign debt crisis, also known as the

How did you do?
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The Volcker quotation is from Richard

zer in his definitive A History of the Fed-

Koo’s interesting 2003 book, Balance

eral Reserve. But, in August 1982, with

Sheet Recession (I left the names out of

the default of Mexico, it became obvious

the quote so as not to give away the an-

that the indebted governments could not

swer). Koo, who was the head of the Inter-

pay their debts, and therefore, Koo writes,

national Financial Market Section of the

the “big U.S. banks were all virtually bank-

New York Federal Reserve Bank at the

rupt.”

time, recalls how “hundreds of American
banks, including all the big banks,” along
with banks in Japan, Canada, and Europe,
had been on a lending spree to the governments of less developed, or as we would
now say, emerging countries. The Fed at
the time estimated that as many as a thousand U.S. banks had loans to Mexico
alone.

At the very same time, the until then dominant home mortgage source, the savings
and loan industry, was in the aggregate
also bankrupt. Quite a combination!
But there was more: also at that time, two
big bubbles were deflating - the oil bubble and the farmland bubble. So not
only were the S&Ls on their way to their ul-

Not only were the S&Ls on their way to

timate $150 billion taxpayer bailout, but

their ultimate $150 billion taxpayer bailout,

nine out of the nine biggest banks in Texas

but nine out of the nine biggest banks in

failed in the 1980s, along with a great

Texas failed in the 1980s, along with a

many others, and so did the Federal Farm

great many others, and so did the Federal

Credit System, a government-sponsored

Farm Credit System.

enterprise, which ended up with its own
congressional bailout. As Chairman

This disastrous lending spree had been

Volcker made his call to the Bank of Ja-

widely and highly praised as “recycling pe-

pan, a most painful decade for the banking

tro dollars,” displaying the typical inability

system was under way.

to see the financial future. By May 1982,
the Fed was already making special inter-

Here is another financial history quiz:

central bank loans to Mexico on financial

How many U.S. commercial banks, not

reporting dates. This “gave the appear-

counting savings and loans and other thrift

ance of adequate currency reserves at the

institutions, failed or had to get govern-

Bank of Mexico,” according to Allan Melt-

ment assistance in that eventful decade of

11

financial unraveling from 1982 to 1992? Before you read the answer, what’s your num-

What do you think he did?

ber?

The correct answer is: None of the

The right answer is: 1,476 commercial

As Koo relates, “On the day the crisis

banks failed. That is an average of over

erupted, we received a personal instruc-

130 per year, continued over 11 years.

tion from Paul Volcker. His instruction

That is in addition to 1,332 thrifts, for a to-

stunned us. It basically said, ‘Whatever it

above. Indeed, he did just the opposite.

tal of 2,808
American busted
depository institutions in the decade. If you
guessed wrong,
you are in the majority: only two
decades later,
hardly anyone
knows this.
With this time of
immense and intense troubles
looming, what
did Chairman Volcker do to confront the
massive amount of bad loans the banks
had made to the governments of LDCs
and the corresponding, by then unavoidable, losses? Face the facts and take the

takes, make sure that U.S. banks stay on
in Latin America and keep lending. Don’t
give the banks excuses to flee.’” In other
words, let’s send some good money after
the bad.

write-downs? Mark the loans to market?

With this surprising instruction, Koo contin-

Try to reduce the credit exposure to these

ues, “We had to call on each of hundreds

insolvent borrowers? Have a stress test?

of banks in the United States, asking them
not only not to recover funds from Latin

12

America but also to continue lending.” His

nized losses of 30 cents to 50 cents on the

job at the time, he relates, “was to produce

dollar. Writing in the same year, economist

a list of all the U.S. banks with an expo-

John Makin estimated the average market

sure of more than $1 million to Mexico.

value of LDC loans as 35 cents on the dol-

That list was then given to the district Fed-

lar. This is a number not very diﬀerent

eral Reserve Banks so that the oﬃcers

from the recovery on defaulted subprime

could contact these banks and try to per-

loans a generation later.

suade them to keep lending.” He was “privately outraged,” says Koo, but he was not
the boss of the Fed or of the “convoy of
hundreds of banks” being commanded by
Fleet Admiral Volcker.
How about telling the truth of what was
happening with accounting and financial
reporting? Well: “Volcker had ordered the
three bank supervising authorities in the
United States not to treat those loans as
non-performing loans” — in spite of the obvious fact that they were non-performing
loans. “If they had declared them to be
non-performing loans” — if they had
stated the truth, in other words — “the
banks would have had an excuse to flee.”
Recognition of the billions in credit losses

In August 1982, with the default of Mexico,
it became obvious that the indebted governments could not pay their debts, and
therefore the ‘big U.S. banks were all virtually bankrupt.’
But before that, “the financial authorities in
the United States steamrollered through,
declaring that loans to Latin American
were not non-performing loans and forcing
the banks to continue to lend.” This history, so interestingly related from personal
experience by Koo, displays a distinctly
bold strategy and a very high-stakes gamble by the forceful Chairman Volcker. He
got away with it, while the hapless regulator of the savings and loans, the Federal

was pushed oﬀ for several years.

Home Loan Bank Board, also made big

In 1989, the “Brady Bonds,” creatively de-

abolished by Congress in 1989. (Do you

signed under the direction of then secre-

remember that there was a Federal Home

tary of the Treasury Nicholas Brady, were

Loan Bank Board?)

introduced to refinance the old bad loans:
in accepting the new bonds in exchange
for the old loans, banks typically recog-

gambles, but lost them, and finally was

By the late 1980s, when the LDC losses
were finally being recognized (on a mark-
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to-market basis, which was pointedly not

does pass and losses are taken. Life goes

used, they had existed for years), it ap-

on. Memories fade.

peared that the commercial banks were
once again profitable and could absorb the

The next crisis arrives as a surprise.

losses.
One more financial history quiz: what
was the big new banking growth business
of the 1980s, which was generating a lot of
apparent renewed banking profitability?
The correct answer is: commercial real
estate loans. This market in turn went
bust in 1990-91, causing huge losses and
a renewed bout of bank failures. Real estate loans had succeeded LDC loans as
the biggest banking problem. Only a couple of years after that, and only 12 years
after 1982, Mexico was in trouble again,
with the Mexican Debt Crisis of 1994.
What can we learn from these largely forgotten but very instructive events, as we
give a vote of thanks to Richard Koo for
his vivid reminder of them? When faced
by a banking system that might not last until Monday, powerful central bankers and
governments will do whatever they think
they need to. This can include cooking the
books, ordering around private parties as
governments turn to coercion, and sending good money after bad, all in the hope
of bridging the crisis. In time, the crisis
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Risk Management
Beyond VaR
and Emerging
Technologies

The need to supplement distributional techniques like value-at-risk with structural stress tests and scenario analysis is now widely accepted.
Unfortunately, persistent and seemingly intractable data and analytical fragmentation make implementing such analysis cumbersome and expensive. David Rowe
argues that the application of information technology we all see every day can provide a solution, but it will require a qualitative shift away from the system architecture that has dominated enterprise computing for over 25 years.
This article is reproduced here with permission of the author

1. Beyond the 1% threshold
The Global Financial Crisis that began over
five years ago revealed serious shortcomings in the practice of financial risk management. Since the early 1990s, increasingly sophisticated mathematical and sta-

and deployed to measure exposure to financial turbulence. These were uniformly
based on distributional analysis rooted in
classical statistics and calibrated to comparatively recent samples of historical
data.

tistical models have been developed
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Popular grandstanding to the contrary,

The need for full transaction details aggra-

such models have proven quite eﬀective at

vates the second challenge, namely the

measuring short-term fluctuations at the

chronic failure of large institutions to solve

99% confidence level. The problem with

the enterprise data integration problem.

such models is that they say nothing about

Despite decades of expensive eﬀorts and

what ‘lurks beyond the 1% threshold.’

vast quantities of corporate resources de-

It is now universally understood that distributional techniques like value-at-risk do
not address the full spectrum of potentially
adverse conditions facing institutions.
Other tools such as scenario analysis and
stress testing do not oﬀer a foolproof solution to the analysis of possible systemic upheavals. They do, however, represent an
important step in the right direction. Unfortunately, eﬀective implementation of these
concepts faces a serious practical obsta-

voted to building and maintaining enterprise data warehouses, success remains
elusive. Like Sisyphus and his stone, pushing the challenge of data integration to the
summit of success only to find it repeatedly falling back to the foot of the hill is
growing very old.
Death of the ‘Golden Copy’
Attempts to assemble consistent
enterprise-wide data warehouses have

cle.

been based on the concept of Extract

First, stress tests involve shocks to market

idea was to develop flexible tools that al-

conditions that go well beyond the range

low business analysts to create the neces-

of daily fluctuations used to calibrate and

sary metadata to support translation of in-

simulate today’s VaR models. As such, ac-

formation in multiple inconsistent formats

curate estimation of the impact of stressed

into a structurally consistent central

market conditions requires full revaluation

‘Golden Copy’. The essential shortcoming

of the underlying assets. Market value

in this approach is inherent in the very

changes based on extrapolation of Greek

name of the target result. A Golden Copy

sensitivities are too unreliable to be used

might sound valuable, obviously the name

for this purpose. This means that the full

was chosen with that in mind. Neverthe-

terms and conditions of the assets under

less, ‘Golden’ or not, it was still a copy.

review are required for meaningful results.

Analysis applied to this central data reposi-

Transform and Load (ETL) technology. The
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tory was not dealing directly with system-

be useful for some periodic and strategic

of-record information.

purposes but failed to be integrated into

In particular, there has always been a variable degree of latency in transferring data
from the systems of record to the central
data warehouse. In many cases, the concept of creating an enterprise data warehouse was sold on the basis that it would
reduce cost by eliminating diverse bilateral
data transmissions between specific systems. This web or, more accurately, this
hairball of bilateral system-to-system data
flows inevitably developed piecemeal in response to emerging analytical and reporting requirements. Individual transmissions
often were created by diﬀerent developers
at diﬀerent times using a variety of programming tools, data formats and naming
conventions and with documentation that
diﬀered widely in quality and accuracy.
These inconsistent data transmissions did,
however, have one very important advantage. They were explicitly designed to
meet the timing requirements of the receiving system. Data in the central Golden
Copy were often not available in time to
meet these individual systems’ processing
deadlines. The result was that the purported cost savings from eliminating these
bilateral transmissions never materialized.

the daily time-critical information processing flow.
Diagnosis of the problem
In my view, the central culprit in this sad
saga is the almost unconscious assumption that relational databases must be the
central paradigm for storing and retrieving
data. Progress in eﬀectively organizing
data and analytics at the enterprise level
demands eliminating, or at least significantly reducing, the role of relational databases.
Let there be no mistake, relational databases organized around variations of Structured Query Language (SQL) were an important advance in their day. The SQL protocol became a standard of the American
National Standards Institute (ANSI) in 1986
and of the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) in 1987. Soon thereafter commercial database management
system designed around this protocol began to appear. I can still remember being
very impressed with the ingenuity of it all.
Properly designed, a SQL database allowed users to group, sort, filter, consolidate, matrix multiply and even mine the

Too often central data warehouses would
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contents for hidden patterns using flexible

essay dealt with the place of Jack Welch in

run-time commands.

corporate management history and was

This breakthrough in design was truly the
culmination of decades of trial and error development of database management systems. It is important to remember, however, that SQL was developed within the
technological constraints that prevailed almost thirty years ago. It is the epitome of
understatement to say that there have
been some significant alterations in those
constraints in the intervening three dec-

written in the immediate aftermath of his
retirement from General Electric. Having
failed to save a copy of that source of my
inspiration I turned to Google to see if I
could locate one on-line. I executed an advanced Google search for all the following
words: ‘Peter Martin Jack Welch Financial
Times retirement’. In less than a second
the results appeared with a PDF of my
2001 column.

ades. In light of this, a major reevaluation

My first reaction was to be mildly angry as

of our business data storage assumptions

I thought, “I don’t remember giving Google

is long overdue. Fortunately, combined ad-

permission to index my hard disk,” since I

vances in several areas of information proc-

assumed it was my local file they had

essing point to a radically diﬀerent para-

found so quickly. Then I looked closer.

digm for the future.

The file they had located was the copy of

2. A relevant personal experience
Perhaps it is the cynicism of age, but after
decades of living with Moore’s Law I am
not easily bowled over by what technology
can do. I did have such a reaction, however, in late 2011. I had been asked to update a ten year old paper entitled Organiza-

my column stored on my consulting firm’s
website. In less than a second, Google
had determined that this file contained all
seven of the specified search words and
was the most uniquely relevant document
on the entire internet!
Working out the implications

tional Balance for the EDP Audit, Control,

This somewhat startling personal experi-

and Security Newsletter. The idea for the

ence led me to rethink the entire paradigm

original essay had been inspired by an op-

of enterprise data storage. We too easily

ed essay in the Financial Times by their

accept the view that enterprise data are far

long-time columnist Peter Martin. Martin’s

too heterogeneous to be stored in an un-
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structured format and still be analytically

ment store. This need not require a com-

useful. Recognizing the degree to which

mon semantic grammar for all files, al-

Google has succeeded in creating – and

though this is desirable insofar as it can be

maintaining – a viable index for everything

maintained. Multiple grammars can coex-

on the internet brings a radically diﬀerent

ist as long as they have documentation

perspective to the magnitude and complex-

that is complete, up-to-date and readily

ity of the data for even the largest institu-

available to relevant applications. Clearly

tions.

semantic inconsistencies need to be ad-

Of course, the ‘Look what Google can do!’
perspective is easy to push too far. We
also need to recognize that web searches
need only be suggestive, not definitive.
We want most enterprise data handling pro-

dressed, but the idea is to deal with the required semantic translation on an asneeded basis at the core of a loosely coupled, radically modular and fully parallelizable environment.

cedures to be far more precise than this.

The central challenge of relying on a store

On the other hand, we should not bench-

of self-describing documents is how to ac-

mark alternate enterprise data paradigms

cess the ones required for specific tasks in

against perfection (even if this is our ulti-

an eﬃcient fashion. This is accomplished

mate goal) but against the current sorry

by means of two high-level reference files

state of enterprise data capabilities. The

that, because of their simplicity and struc-

sensible middle ground is to recognize that

tural stability, can take the form of rela-

corporate data do require more formal

tional databases. The first of these is a

structure than the total anarchy that pre-

Document Name Server or DNS. This is

vails on the internet. Despite that, far less

a direct analog to the Domain Name Serv-

rigid structure is required than is currently

ers used on the Internet. The DNS holds

demanded by the dominant relational data-

simple records containing a document ID,

base framework.

which can be a simple integer, and a corre-

The prescription
The way forward is to move progressively
toward storing system-of-record data
in self-describing documents in a docu-

sponding memory location – nothing more.
The second essential resource is a Document Index Server or DIS. This holds records of variable length with key/value
pairs in the header and a constantly up-
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dated list of all document ID’s containing

ing system that specify the corresponding

that specific key/value combination. A

identifier in the corporate customer data-

common enterprise risk challenge will

base. Let’s assume the form this docu-

serve to illustrate the power of this environ-

ment takes is as follows:

ment.
An example

Relevant keys
DocuID means Document ID, typically an

A common enterprise risk management

integer value DocuType means Document

problem is to calculate the current

Type

value and potential future exposure for all
trades with a particular legal entity. Unfortunately, virtually every financial institution
of any size trades with a specific legal entity in multiple locations on multiple systems and/or multiple versions of a common system, across multiple product categories. These trades are thus embedded
in various relational databases with diﬀerent table structures and inconsistent counterparty naming conventions. Thus, the
first problem is to locate all the documents
corresponding to trades with a specific legal entity.
Let’s assume IBM Corporation is desig-

GLEI means Global Legal Entity Identifier
SSI means Source System Identifier
LLEI means Local Legal Entity Identifier
Relevant values
Two relevant valid values that can correspond to the DocuType key are:
‘LECR’ meaning Legal Entity Cross Reference and
‘Trade’ meaning a description of the terms
and conditions of a capital markets trade.

nated as ‘IBM’ in the corporate customer

With these conventions, an example of a

database. We know, however, that local

Legal Entity Cross-Reference Document

trading systems often have other identifica-

would be as follows:

tion strings than those used at the enterprise level. To deal with this we need to
create legal entity cross reference documents for each counterparty in each trad-

DocuID = 47
DocuType = LECR
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GLEI = IBM
SSI = Summit2

these values to the Document Name
Server which retrieves the three documents from the document store and brings

LLEI = Int Bus Machine
Our first task is to locate all the relevant Legal Entity Cross-Reference
documents related to IBM. That is, all
documents for which DocuType =
LECR, and GLEI = IBM.
To do this we extract two records
from the Document Index Server, first
the record for DocuType = LECR and
second the one for GLEI = IBM. This
gives us two lists of document IDs as
shown in Figure 1.

them into memory as shown in Figure 2.
We now know how to formulate a query to
locate all the trade documents for
trades with IBM. Specifically, we
need to find documents such that:
(DocuType = Trade and SSI = Summit2 and LLEI = Int Bus Machine)
OR
(DocuType = Trade and SSI = Kondor 3 and LLEI = IBM Corp)

It is a quick calculation to compare the two

OR

resulting document ID lists and discover

(DocuType = Trade and SSI = ABC1 and

that there are three common values. We

LLEI = Big Blue)

now know that we need to examine the
three documents corresponding to docu-

The relevant document ID’s for each of

ment IDs 47, 1059 and 27395. We send

these three queries are derived by finding
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the common elements in three DocuID lists
from the DIS in a repeated process similar
to that shown in Figure 1.
3. The power of agility
Now comes the real payoﬀ from this type
of enterprise data structure. Assume the
bank in question buys a competitor who
has been trading with IBM using a system
from vendor XYZ. It has always been a big
and expensive headache to integrate such
new trades into enterprise-wide data and
analysis for such things as counterparty
credit exposure. In the proposed architecture, integrating such trades will require
that they be exported into the document
store. If the conventions for this are not
consistent with those for existing systems,

DocuType = LECR
GLEI = IBM
SSI = XYZ1
LLEI = IBM Inc.
assuming this system refers to IBM as
‘IBM Inc.’ Now when we undertake the
search for all documents containing both
DocuType = LECR and GLEI = IBM, the intersection of the document ID lists from
the Document Index Server containing
both these two key/value pairs turns out to
have four values rather than just three.
The search for the relevant trades will automatically be augmented so that it becomes:

then new translation binders will need to

(DocuType = Trade and SSI = Summit2

be written to extract the data for submis-

and LLEI = Int Bus Machine)

sion to specific processes such as valuation or payment processing, as discussed
below.
Assuring that these new trades are reflected in the enterprise analysis will require creating new Legal Entity Cross-

OR
(DocuType = Trade and SSI = Kondor 3
and LLEI = IBM Corp)
OR

Reference documents for each counter-

(DocuType = Trade and SSI = ABC1 and

party in the new XYZ system. One of

LLEI = Big Blue)

these will correspond to IBM and could
look as follows:

OR
(DocuType = Trade and SSI = XYZ1 and

DocuID = 167344

LLEI = IBM Inc.)
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Once the document store is updated with

how these values are to be supplied.

the trades and the relevant Legal Entity

When such actions are required, one ap-

Cross-Reference documents, searches for

proach is to revert in all cases to the

all the trades with IBM will automatically in-

source documents created by the systems

corporate the additional trades from the

of record. Each trade document will have

new system!

both a document type, ‘Trade’ in this case,

Semantic translation
It is important to be clear that this architecture is not magic. Like all other forms
of data representation, self-describing
documents cannot be guaranteed to be
in any fixed semantic style. This implies
that semantic translation will always be required to bridge the gaps and inconsistencies that divide independently created applications. Views diﬀer on how best to handle this and a single approach is unlikely to
be best for every analytical situation.
It is often necessary to perform standard
actions on a given document. For a trade
document, examples include:
• valuation - calculating the value of the
trade given current market conditions
and
• generating a payment instruction.
The trade details required to perform these
actions are well defined and the associ-

and a sub-type such as ‘IRS’ for Interest
Rate Swap. It also will have a document
style that identifies the semantic framework to which it conforms. With this approach, a unique translation routine, commonly known as a binder, will be invoked
for each unique combination of:
• document type
• document sub-type
• document style AND
• task to be performed.
As illustrated in the below sequence, the
binders extract the details from the trade
document that are required to perform the
desired action and pass them to the appropriate routine in the specified format.
Thus, valuation of similar trades stored in
diﬀerent formats (i.e. diﬀerent document
styles) will call diﬀerent binders but the necessary details can be passed to the same
valuation routine.

ated routines can specify rigid rules on
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The biggest advantage of this approach is

binder to extract the data required by the

that these actions always revert to the ulti-

action to be performed, such as valuation,

mate source for the trade details, or at

so the gain may not be great.

least to a mirror image of the ultimate
source. There is no question of keeping a

Risk calculations and intermediate re-

translated copy in sync with the system of

sults

record. Nevertheless, in some cases the
overhead required by this recurring translation may prove too great even in an environment of computational plenty. If paying
the recurring translation cost is too onerous, it may be advisable to maintain a parallel document store in a format that complies with a common semantic framework.
Of course, it still is necessary to execute a

Risk management calculations are generally more computationally burdensome
than those required by the front oﬃce.
This is because they often require multiple
valuations under alternate hypothetical
market conditions and, in the case of potential future credit exposure, on multiple
future dates. Depending on the number of
alternative market conditions to be evalu-
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ated and on the number of future simula-

noted earlier, projects to construct

tion dates, the necessary number of valua-

enterprise-wide data warehouses have

tions may be thousands or even tens of

been a common characteristic of corpo-

thousands of times greater than is required

rate life since at least the early 1990s.

for an end-of-the-day mark-to-market proc-

These have generally failed to deliver many

ess.

of their promised benefits due to lack of

The usual way to handle this problem is to
restrict the frequency with which current
market conditions are updated to once or
perhaps three times per day. The dramatic
decline in random access memory (RAM)
cost means that a massive volume of detailed simulation results can now be stored
in active electronic memory. This allows
risk estimates to be adjusted incrementally
by performing full valuation on only the
new trades. Low level simulation results
still need to be re-aggregated, but this is
dramatically faster than re-simulating all
constituent trades, especially if the simulation results are stored in a denormalized
format.
4. The target and the transition
Any transformation of the magnitude described here cannot happen overnight. It
will involve a prolonged process extending
over many years. The good news is that
this new architecture can co-exist perfectly
well with existing technology and can provide real benefits from the beginning. As

timely updates for many purposes. In part
this was the result of most warehouse updates being performed in a serial batch
process. In terms of the current architecture discussion, however, this approach
also suﬀers from the same pervasive problems of inflexibility and the risk of regression failures as do all relational database
applications. When the data warehouse
has to be modified to accommodate new
requirements, this inevitably causes problems for applications that already use the
tables subject to change. The broader the
use of the data warehouse, the more severe this regression failure problem becomes.
All this is tied directly to the monolithic
structure of the data warehouse. By contrast, a modular document store allows inclusion of new enhanced documents with
additional key value pairs without intruding
into existing processes that use preexisting documents. It also lends itself
naturally to incremental, event-driven, realtime updates. There will be some modest
latency as the master index absorbs and
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reflects the new key-value pairs that it encounters, but this is minor compared to
the serious update bottlenecks usually experienced by a massive data warehouse.
It also self-corrects itself as the master index application regularly prowls the document store for new or updated files to be
referenced in its records.
Eventually we can expect various ‘silo’ applications to transition to use of a document store for their native information environment. In the meantime, ETL tools can

Swim with the current, NOT against it
The proposed architectural shift toward
flexible self-describing documents leverages multiple trends in technology. These
include:
• advances in search and indexing
• massive expansion in the scope for parallel processing
• increasing granularity in computing capacity

be used to create such documents in
much the same way that they are now often used to pull data into an enterprise
data warehouse. The diﬀerence is that a
well indexed document store is a far more
flexible and adaptive environment. It can
be queried eﬀectively in unanticipated
ways and can be modified far more relia-

• elastic computing power supplied on demand
• CPU cycles priced by the fraction of

a second
• analogous to water or electricity

rather than dedicated hardware

bly, with far fewer regression problems,
than is true for a complex relational database.

• radically modular executable building
blocks replacing closed monolithic applications.

The enterprise document store can oﬀer
immediate benefits in terms of timeliness

The dominant perspective that has gov-

and flexibility and these benefits will grow

erned computing technology throughout

progressively as more and more data from

the past 50 years is one of computational

more and more systems are added over

scarcity. With the looming advent of the

time.

internet of things, we arguably are moving
into an era of computational plenty.

5. Conclusion
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Computer pioneer Grace Murray Hopper

vanced indexing techniques. This will pay

famously berated her students about the

immediate dividends in terms of improved

folly of wasting a microsecond, which she

access to enterprise-wide data while lead-

represented by a 1000 foot coil of wire, in

ing progressively toward an environment

contrast to a nanosecond represented by

that is far more flexible and dynamically ef-

a single foot of wire. In the largest sense,

ficient than anything we can hope to

it is never wise to waste any resources un-

achieve in our present business-as-usual

necessarily, however cheap they may be.

mode.

That said, as an economist I am acutely
aware of the importance of relative prices.

What is in desperately short supply today

The discussion above about storing inter-

in most enterprise computer software.

mediate results for risk calculations is an

This is because the obsessive focus on

example of situations where economizing

static eﬃciency seeking to minimize use of

on computing and storage resources will

CPU time and storage capacity has embed-

continue to play an important role. Never-

ded our data in multiple complex and in-

theless, even in that example, some relaxa-

compatible formats.

is openness, flexibility and inter-operability

tion in our focus on static eﬃciency is necessary if we are to make any real progress
toward greater adaptability and improved
enterprise-wide data access and analysis.
To make progress toward a more holistic
and flexible information environment, we
need to establish the strategic goal of transitioning to a radically diﬀerent underlying
architecture than the one that has characterized corporate computing for almost 30
years. Fortunately there is a viable transition process that combines existing database technology and ETL tools with growing use of more flexible information storage based on modular documents and ad-
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This article provides banks with an approach to managing capital that will enable them to proactively steer the vital components of the strategic plan – product
mix evolution, revenue growth and risk appetite. It postulates that banks must manage the strategic planning life cycles in tandem with risk appetite and forward capital position. Forward capital position should not create a huge capital surplus or a
deficit. This article also illustrates ways to make capital management – that is,
forward-looking planning and short- to midterm utilization – more eﬃcient and more
oriented to risk-adjusted performance measures.
This article has been adapted and reproduced here with permission of the SAS Institute

The Financial Crisis and Risk Regula-

sure in the mortgage-backed securities

tions

market.
An aggressive “originate-and-distribute”

From 2001 until 2006, when housing

business model grew rapidly along with

prices in the US were on an upward trajec-

the mortgage market – and that model

tory buoyed by low interest rates and high

soon became a popular and seemingly

demand, many banks and financial interme-

safe way to earn higher returns when the

diaries dramatically increased their expo-

prime rates were low.
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Banks made many diﬀerent bets on the

a majority of the underlying collateral mort-

mortgage market that included exposure

gage linked.

both on and oﬀ the balance sheet. They
held direct trading positions in mortgagebased securities, supported credit enhancement of securitized investments and
extended large credit to the subprime lending category. Often the motive of the
banks was to earn short-term returns on a
highly leveraged balance sheet and take
advantage of leaner capital adequacy requirements on the trading book exposure.
At that time, the market risk value-at-risk
(VaR) models were not tuned to capture
the tail risk or the risk of an extreme loss
with a very low probability emanating from

Defaults and foreclosure rates in the subprime loan market started increasing rapidly following an increase in adjustable rate
mortgages (ARMs). Figure 1 shows that
there were significant spikes in the subprime loan foreclosure rates following the
period when ARM rates were also inching
up. This trend signaled caution – so credit
institutions began tightening credit to this
sector. Soon housing demand started tapering oﬀ, and there was a drastic drop in
prices (see the S&P housing index between 2006 and 2009 in Figure 1). Financial intermediaries no
longer
wanted to
fund assets
that were
backed by
mortgage
collateral
because
their balance
sheets
were al-

the banks’ trading book positions. The
originate-and-distribute business model re-

ready saddled with illiquid assets that

lied on high leverage that was created

could not even be securitized.

based on revolving short-term funding with
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As the short-term lenders stopped rolling

countries. It quickly became a global cri-

over their funding to the structured invest-

sis.

ment vehicles (SIVs), asset-backed commercial paper (ABCPs) and other conduits,
a massive liquidity problem ensued. T o obtain liquidity, many banks deleveraged and
tried to oﬄoad their mortgage-backed investments. But they were not very successful in doing that, even at fire-sale
prices – because there were few buyers.
To complicate matters, many banks had
heavily written credit default swaps on
non-agency, mortgage-backed collateralized debt obligations (CDOs), thereby guaranteeing investors who demanded credit
protection. Banks were also left with investments (by way of credit enhancements) in equity tranches of mortgagebacked security (MBS) or CDOs that were
now trading at junk rates.
Things took a more serious turn when
news broke out about the distress of some
key funds and financial institutions. These
news triggered a crisis – individuals and organizations alike lost confidence in financial markets. Interbank lending froze, leading to a credit crisis. Banks stopped lending to each other because they didn’t
know exactly how creditworthy their counterparts were in this crisis. The problem
spread quickly, engulfing banks in other

Eventually governments around the world
intervened. To tackle the systemic crisis,
they encouraged some large banks that
had survived to buy assets of the failing
banks at fire-sale prices, relying on
government-backed liquidity support. Governments also recapitalized some financial
institutions that had been miserably weakened by the substantial write-downs to
valuation of credit instruments in their trading books.
After causing some major financial institutions to fail, this chain of events prompted
serious scrutiny of existing risk regulations.
Since 2009, the Basel Committee for Banking Supervision (BCBS) has been overhauling risk regulations on many fronts.
The Basel 2.5 norms (market risk reforms)
defined the changes in capital required for
exposures held in the trading book and the
treatment of securitization exposure.
Basel III regulations require quantitative
treatment for some additional risks that previously were part of a supervisory review
process. These areas are:
• Leverage in relation to balance sheet assets.
• Funding-side liquidity risk.
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• Capital charge for credit valuation adjustment.
Regulators have also been actively devising a means to address systemic risks that
lead to an entire system’s financial instability. This approach requires forwardlooking stress testing of the entire banking
system (called systemic tests) to check resilience to adverse macroeconomic scenarios provided by regulators. Under these
programs, individual banks are checked

Banks will face much pressure to sustain
return on equity targets as the level of capital needed substantially increases and as
curbs are placed on the activities a bank
can engage in (for example, rules that
separate traditional commercial banking
from investment banking, private equity
and proprietary trading). In response,
banks will need to eﬃciently plan and deploy capital and funds to achieve the profitability targets.

for the minimum amount of capital they

The Regulatory Environment for Bank-

need to hold unique to their risks. If a

ing Capital: What’s Changing?

bank fails to produce the necessary capital, regulators can impose restrictions on

Regulations governing the amount of capi-

the institution’s dividend distribution plan.

tal a bank needs to have relative to its risk

The current regulatory environment re-

profile have existed for many years. How-

quires banks to hold capital not just on the

ever, since the 2008 financial crisis, regula-

current portfolio; they’re also required to

tors around the world have consistently in-

plan capital for the next three years.

creased the level of regulatory capital re-

Banks carefully identify the way their busi-

quired. Until a few years ago, the Internal

nesses, projected revenues, losses, re-

Capital Adequacy Assessment Process

serves and capital levels will evolve under

(ICAAP) was the sole supervisory tool to as-

adverse macroeconomic scenarios. The

sess an individual institution’s risk profile

quantum of capital needed will be progres-

and risk measurement models and meth-

sively increased from 8 percent in 2013 to

ods – and to determine whether the regula-

10.5 percent in 2019. To ensure maximum

tory capital as per Pillar III disclosure was

loss absorbency of capital during times of

adequate. Now regulators also promi-

stress, the level of Core Tier 1 equity capi-

nently conduct microprudential

tal is raised to 4.5 percent out of 8 percent

(at a bank level) and macroprudential (for

minimum capital.

all banks equally in a system) stress testing of the entire balance sheet, taking into
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account future projections. Regulators

cate and measure risk in a planned fash-

have become very prescriptive in their ap-

ion. Banks need to follow this exploratory

proaches to stress testing and capital plan-

process as a way to evaluate every possi-

ning. Regulators not only provide banks

ble business strategy for its ultimate im-

with an adverse scenario data set and ask

pact on capital before choosing the best

them to tune existing risk models to take

course of action. A capital management

into account shocks from macroeconomic

process that involves measuring capital

variables – they also ask banks to evaluate

adequacy not on the current portfolios but

the impact on a slew of prescribed meas-

in the context of future business plans will

ures, and then report back on certain stan-

be crucial for banks to optimize capital de-

dard pro formas. See the table in the ap-

mand and supply.

pendix to get a snapshot of recent capital
stress testing regulations in diﬀerent countries, highlighting their objectives, assumptions and methodical requirements .
The new Basel III norms, which will be
phased in until 2019, require banks to hold
10.5 percent capital, including a conservation buﬀer; out of that, a minimum of 6 per-

Proactive Capital Planning
Basel III regulations have prompted banks
to comprehensively understand and assess the impact of their business portfolios
on a wide range of measures. For example, banks may examine each instrument
in terms of its contribution to the balance

cent must be Tier 1 capital.

sheet, leverage, liquidity, P&L, regulatory

It is, therefore, critical for banks to accu-

profitability. Analyzing the portfolios in

rately measure the quantity of adequate

such a holistic fashion is a challenge for

capital . To arrive at the right calculation,

banks – both from a data and systems per-

banks need to take into account the bal-

spective.

ance sheet and P&L impact of business
growth (including restructuring and change
in product mix) . They also need to consider the regulatory capital needed under
various macroeconomic scenarios . Banks’
evaluations should include judgment about
changes in risk appetite so they can allo-

and economic capital, and risk-adjusted

The data challenge arises because producing such an information mix requires banks
to integrate information from the risk side
(for regulatory capital and economic capital) with information from the finance side
(for financial statements, general ledger ac-
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counts, liquidity, Generally Accepted Ac-

vating risk and finance groups to work to-

counting Principles [GAAP] and Interna-

gether for compliance.

tional Financial Reporting Standards [IFRS]
compliance). Until recently, these departments operated independently and had no
business compulsion to share their information to create a unified business across
risk and finance. But important regulations
– such as balance sheet stress testing, IAS
39, IAS 9 and Dodd-Frank – are now moti-

This is a positive development. An integrated view of risk and finance data is valuable because it conveys far more insights
to a bank than a disjointed view. Further,
banks can use these insights for eﬀective
future strategic planning – the main goal
underlying capital optimization.
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Figure 2 shows various banking divisions –

tal management strategies. For example,

strategy, risk management, finance, treas-

they may divest in businesses, restruc-

ury and business units. Each division and

ture businesses, grow businesses, man-

business unit is responsible for certain key

age risk concentration, raise more equity,

functions that influence a bank’s future risk

perform liability management exercises,

and profitability.

etc.

A capital management system manages

• Allocate capital across businesses. Un-

the data flow between diﬀerent units to en-

der a regular financial cycle, banks allo-

able banks to perform risk and profitability

cate capital to sustain current businesses

planning. The main goals of a capital man-

and ensure future growth. However, the

agement system are to:

incremental capital allocation may be

• Estimate capital needed over the planning horizon – for example, capital
needed over the next five years. This estimate will take into account business projections from various business units under diﬀerent scenarios and convert them
into required regulatory and economic

positive or negative for a business unit,
depending upon whether a bank wants
the business unit to contain its risks by
exploring options such as improving asset quality, exiting businesses with high
risk, increasing customer rates for
greater risk compensation, etc.

capital. Banks will have complete visibil-

The following are illustrations of the ac-

ity into the structuring aspect of capital –

tions that diﬀerent individuals (based on

including Tier 1 and Tier 2 capital instru-

their roles) would be responsible for in a

ments and diﬀerent types of capital ad-

planning cycle.

justments as mandated in Basel III.
• Calculate capital surplus or deficit

• Create a set of consistent stress test
scenarios that the bank’s board could

over the planning horizon. Banks need

review and approve for business and

exact information on capital availability

capital planning purposes. Start with a

and capital demand going forward to cal-

macroeconomic model that allows sce-

culate deficit or surplus in capital over

nario construction over some baseline

the capital-planning horizon. With this in-

forecast, and then use it for predicting

formation, banks can plan diﬀerent capi-

some key financial variables, credit risk
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parameters (PDs, LGDs) and market-risk

ning stage. Examples are new business

factors (yield and swap rates, exchange

growth, prepayment rates, customer

rates, rating migrations, credit spreads,

rates applicable for the product, and dis-

volatility index, equity index, etc.).

tribution (or redistribution) of businesses

• Set risk appetite over the next few
years. Set an appetite for maximum loss

into diﬀerent credit quality categories.
• Perform business planning. This exer-

absorption in a given time period pro-

cise will lead to some desired evolution

vided through bank capital. This will be

of future balance sheets (see Figure 3)

established by the chief risk oﬃcer

and P&Ls with the business mix chang-

based on the board’s directive, and will

ing over time according to management’s

be continually measured and monitored

vision.

against risk limits.

• Create new business templates. Tem-

• Plan the business’s risk profile going

plates will be simple and should include

forward. Risk managers will review the

manifestation of risk and finance attrib-

current distribution of credit exposures-

utes that have to be captured in the plan-

at-default (EAD) and corresponding risk-
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weighted assets (RWA) across the bank’s

to a higher credit rating, resulting in a

internal rating grades for each of the ma-

lower RWA. Banks can implement and

jor portfolios. Then they can determine

monitor this by setting steep transfer

an optimized risk distribution and risk pro-

rates that reflect the way the bank wants

file of portfolios that meets their goal to

to manage incentives, positive or nega-

minimize risk (subject to the constraints

tive.

of the risk appetite construct). Figures 4
and 5 are outputs from this exercise. Fig-

• Create capital-required scenarios. By
consolidating business
and profitability projections from diﬀerent business units, banks can create the capital planning
output (capital required)
over the next 12 months.
The output shown is a consolidated level output for
the entire banking group.
The way the output is created, senior management

ure 4 shows the existing distribution of exposures into diﬀerent rating grades, whereas Figure 5 shows a planned
distribution based on
an optimization exercise. The resulting distribution of the existing
portfolio (subject to constraints like committed
facility amounts) leads
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personnel can view capital required un-

with its current version of planning, the

der any pre-specified stress scenarios.

amount of capital required will exceed
available
capital
roughly in
May 2013.
Clearly,
this situation would
lead to
capital inadequacy
and the
bank
would not
be able to

• Compare capital required versus capi-

meet the

tal available. By comparing required

capitalization level Basel III requires. To

capital with the projection for available

avoid that situation, the bank would have

capital, banks can discover deficits. In

to explore more what-if scenarios to ad-

this example, the bank discovers that

just capital demand and capital availability to meet
Basel III
mandated
capitalization.
The bank
may explore a
number of
steps.
Let’s imag-
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ine that the bank is able to create a strat-

Figure 10 shows the outcome of the capi-

egy response to the base planning version

tal planning exercise over a one-year plan-

that meets regulatory capitalization by

ning horizon. It shows the strategic deci-

bringing down the required level of regula-

sions that the bank will eventually make to

tory capital.

influence the requirement and the availabil39

ity of capital and quantification of its im-

the process to allocate the risk appetite

pact on capital individually.

down to various businesses. It enables
banks to set risk levels
top-down and to measure and monitor them
bottom-up.
Capital allocation is
done withstanding the
diversification benefits
that are already calculated in the risk aggregation process (risk contributions, or RC). An example shown in Figure
11 assumes that the
bank has quantified its risk appetite and
wants to allocate it fully to its business

Capital Allocation and a Risk-Adjusted

units. In reality, a bank may also want to

Performance Culture

maintain some cushion to decide the alloc-

The preceding sections described risk
appetite as a key input to the capital management process. In
fact, a quantified notion of risk appetite is
paramount to containing risks within set tolerance levels. In that
vein, capital allocation
(ex ante) serves as
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able capital. An allocable capital budget

Figure 12 shows the output from a capital

of $4,725 million for 2013 creates a water-

allocation process where the risk appetite

fall to the three main business units (i.e.,

of the bank increases in 2013 and the

corporate, retail and global markets, which

bank accordingly allocates a greater

get an allocation of $1,639 million, $1,627

amount of capital to its businesses that

million and $1,459 million each). It is im-

year.

portant to note that because this notion of
capital is based

Capital allocation must take into account

on risk contributions, it ensures
that capital allocation is additive.
The level of diversification that exists at the first
layer allocation is
10 percent (diversification ratio =
[total diversified
economic
capital]/[total undiversified economic capi-

the projections for businesses’ risk-

tal]). Subsequently, each of the business

adjusted performance. To ensure using

units will allocate capital down to its re-

capital allocation most eﬀectively, banks

spective lines of business (LoBs) in a simi-

should allocate greater amounts of capital

lar fashion.

to businesses that promise a higher riskadjusted profit. Usually a capital optimiza-

By allocating capital down to the LoBs,

tion process will address this complex

banks can explore allocation scenarios

problem to determine the correct alloca-

based on diﬀerent risk appetite levels.

tion based on projected risk-adjusted profits.
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Conclusion
Enterprise-wide stress testing is becoming
a popular method for regulators to ask
banks to use as they determine the level of
capital needed under adverse macroeconomic scenarios. Eﬃcient management of capital, therefore, has assumed
great importance in the current regulatory
environment. Banks will need to find ways
to gain insights about their businesses so
that they can eﬀectively plan growth and

To be successful, banks need both an infrastructure and a process for identifying businesses that create long-term value, and to
restructure businesses that are ineﬃciently
managed but have growth potential. Successfully implementing such an infrastructure can provide tremendous insights, enabling users to do exploratory what-if analyses as they evaluate various options to decipher the best course of action for capital
management.

manage risk profiles.
Basel III demands a more comprehensive
approach to risk management. Banks
need to simultaneously manage their capital, funding liquidity and leverage. They
also need to evaluate their business activities more closely to judge the fit with the
bank’s long-term strategic goals as reflected in the bank’s risk appetite. And
they must actively manage the portfolio dynamics – risk and return.
This articles shows how banks can use a
capital management approach that involves long-term capital planning and eﬃcient capital allocation. The data demands
for this process are very high – requiring
closer coordination before the banks’ risk
and finance functions that have traditionally worked independently of each other.
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7

Derivatives
Funding Value
Adjustment (FVA)
and Bank Internal
Funding Policy

Professor Moorad
Choudhry
Department of Mathematical
Sciences, Brunel University.
He was previously Treasurer at Williams & Glyn plc,
a subsidiary of Royal Bank
of Scotland, London.

A return to conservative principles of bank liquidity and funding is an accepted
consequence of the 2008 bank crash. This is also enshrined under the “13 Principles” of sound liquidity management stated by the Basel Committee, so banks will
be required to adopt a specified funding model by regulatory fiat. However this
change, while resulting in more stable through-the-cycle bank funding, in itself presents other challenges in liquidity risk management. This includes the issue of a
bank’s derivatives funding policy.
Parts of this article first appeared in Professor Choudhry’s book
The Principles of Banking (John Wiley & Sons Ltd 2012) and are reproduced here with permission.

Derivatives funding policy
As part of sound liquidity management policy, all banks should have articulated funding policies in place for each of their business lines. These set out the liquidity and
funding treatment of each product type
within the businesses, including internal
funding rates (“FTP”), required tenor of

funding, and so on. The treatment of the
derivatives book can be particularly problematic. But if we stop using the misnomer “oﬀ-balance sheet”, and treat the funding requirement that arises out of derivatives business in exactly the same way we
should be treating the cash business, then
the issue regains clarity.
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In practice this means that banks that run

funding policy needs to incorporate an ap-

derivatives portfolios, generally the deriva-

propriate liquidity premium charge. This

tives dealers plus large users of deriva-

will apply to the net m-t-m value of all un-

tives, must treat the cash flow require-

collateralized derivatives on the balance

ments arising out of this business with the

sheet. By charging the right rate, the busi-

same discipline and liquidity risk principles

ness lines are incentivized to work towards

as they do any other business line. The di-

reducing uncollateralized business wher-

vergence in bank cost-of-funds (COF) from

ever possible.

Libor since 2008 confirms the importance
of valuing and risk managing derivatives using such an approach, in a way that recognizes the long term cash funding requirements of a derivatives portfolio (to fund collateral), and hence the bank’s term funding
rates.
First principles
Inter-bank derivatives trading takes place
under the CSA arrangement in the standard ISDA agreement. This means that
the mark-to-market value of each derivative contract is passed over as collateral,
usually in the form of cash but sometimes
in risk-free sovereign securities. However a
number of counterparties, such as corporates, sovereign authorities, sovereign debt
management oﬃces and central banks, do
not sign CSA agreements.
To incorporate the correct discipline with

Derivative Liabilities and Assets
Derivative liabilities correspond to what is
termed an overall expected negative exposure (ENE), the most basic example of
which is a deposit. A derivative asset corresponds to an overall expected positive exposure or EPE and at its simplest would be
a loan.
An appreciation of the terms of a derivatives funding policy requires an understanding of credit valuation adjustment (CVA),
debt value adjustment (DVA) and funding
value adjustment (FVA). Following existing
literature (for example, see Picault (2005)
and Gregory (2009)), under a set of simplifying assumptions we have:
CVA = EPE x PD x LGD
= EPE x Counterparty Credit Spread

regard to the liquidity eﬀects generated by

where EPE is expected positive earnings,

uncollateralized derivatives business, the

and PD and LGD are standard credit ana-
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lyst expressions for default probability and

spective however, the point is that the busi-

loss-given-default. More formally we write:

ness line’s net cash flow position in each
tenor bucket at month-end is going to be

T

CVA = (1 − R )∫ q(t )v(t )dt

charged (or receive) the relevant tenor

t =0

bank COF rate.

where R is the recovery rate, q is the prob-

Derivative portfolio maturity

ability density function of counterparty default and v is the value of the derivative
payoﬀ. In discrete time we write:
n

CVA = (1 − R )∑ qi vi
i =1

The tenor period to apply when applying
the correct funding cost to derivative book
cash flows can be the contractual maturity
of the derivative in question, but not necessarily so. An alternative approach is to split
the portfolio into tenor buckets commensurate with the tenors at which we wish to

where qi is the probability of default be-

fund the cash flows, with each bucket

tween times ti-1 and ti.

funded at the appropriate tenor COF.

DVA = ENE x Bank’s Credit Spread

6"

5"

and
Funding Cost = (EPE + ENE) x Derivative
Funding Spread.
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In other words, the discounting to be ap-
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Figure 1 Derivatives funding curve as secured fund-

tenor bank funding cost.

ing COF

In general when applying derivatives funding policy we assume no netting arrangements are in place, but in practice these
are quite common and will have an impact
on the bank’s collateral funding position in
the event of default. From a funding per-

Placing the derivative portfolio cash flows
into appropriate term tenor buckets is a
logical position on which to base how we
choose to fund these cash flows. In practice, the derivative valuation model itself
can be used to produce this tenor bucket
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breakdown, in the form of a “funding risk

Funding value adjustment is as important

per basis point” (FR01) delta ladder. Using

in derivative pricing as CVA, if not more so,

this model output removes the need for a

and a vital part of an eﬀective derivatives

subjective analysis of the maturity profile

funding policy. When incorporating CVA,

of the portfolio. In other words, the matur-

FVA and where desired the cost of associ-

ity profile of the portfolio is given by the

ated regulatory capital (“CRC”) into a trans-

model output. The appropriate tenor TLP

action, we take a portfolio view with each

is charged on the amount in each bucket.

individual counterparty. FVA represents the
value adjustment made for the funding and

This is shown at the grid at Figure 2.

liquidity cost of undertaking a derivative
transaction.

400$

EPE$
ENE$

300$
200$

To illustrate, consider a portfolio of just

100$

one plain vanilla interest-rate swap (IRS)

0$
0!3m$

3!6m$

6!12m$

1!2y$

2!5y$

5!10y$

>10y$

!100$
!200$
!300$

Figure 2 Uncollateralized derivatives net position
FTP pricing

transaction. Assume it is fully collateralized
with no threshold and daily cash collateral
postings. This means that on a daily basis
collateral is posted or received (MTM
value). The bank exhibiting negative MTM
borrows funds to post collateral at its unse-

In practice of course the profile is unlikely

cured COF, while collateral posted earns

to look like the one in Figure 2 (although it

interest at the OIS rate (Fed Funds, SONIA

might do). Rather, it is more likely to be all

or EONIA). This is an asymmetric arrange-

one way – either net long or short across

ment that impacts the pre-crash norm of

most if not all tenor buckets.

Libor-based discounting of the IRS, which

In summary, cash flows arising out of the
derivatives business, both contractual and
collateral, must be funded at the appropriate TLP COF for their tenor. This means
term funding a large part of the portfolio
cash flows.

was acceptable when the bank was funding at Libor or at the interbank swap curve.
But post-crash the higher bank COF
means that funding adds to the cost of
transacting the swap. The magnitude of
this cost is a function of [OIS% – COF%]
for the bank.

Funding valuation adjustment
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Figure 3 Customer IRS and hedging IRS

If we consider now a book of derivative

But not passing it on or adjusting the price

transactions, the funding cost for the coun-

for FVA means the derivatives business

terparty banks (“Banks A and B”) is a func-

line is not covering its costs correctly.

tion of the size of the net MTM for the entire portfolio. Therefore, exactly as with
CVA, to calculate the impact of the asymmetric funding cost we need to consider
the complete portfolio value with each
counterparty, as well as the terms of the
specific CSA. This means in practice that
when pricing the single swap, unless
Banks A and B have the same funding
costs – unlikely unless one is being very approximate – we see that the banks will not
agree on a price for the instrument, irrespective of their counterparty risk and
CVA.
That means a bank can choose to use FVA
for a profitability-type analysis only, not impacting swap MTM, or it can choose to
cover this cost in which case it will impact
swap valuation. The decision may depend
on the counterparty and the product /
trade type, or it can be a universal one.

The position is not markedly diﬀerent with
uncollateralized derivatives, generally ones
where one counterparty is a “customer”,
e.g.., a corporate that is using the swap to
hedge interest-rate risk. The bank providing the swap will hedge this exposure with
another bank, and this second swap will
be traded under a CSA. This is shown at
Figure 3.
The first swap has no collateral posting
flows, but the second one does. This is in
itself an asymmetric CSA position; moreover the second swap cost will include an
FVA element. The bank may wish to pass
on this FVA hedge cost into the customer
pricing, which means making the FVA adjustment to the swap price.
In both of the above illustrations, at any
time the transaction (or hedge transaction)
or portfolio MTM is negative, the bank will
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be borrowing cash to post as collateral.

The cost of funding a derivatives portfolio,

This borrowing is at the bank’s cost of

whether as a market maker or simply for

funds (COF), which we denote Libor + s

hedging purposes, is an important part of

where s is the funding spread. (Ignore spe-

the overall profitability of a bank and needs

cific tenor at this point). If we look at FVA

to be treated exactly as would the funding

intuitively, it is an actual cost borne by the

cost of a cash asset. FVA is one approach

derivatives desk (and therefore, the bank)

to measure funding cost. It can be passed

as part of maintaining the derivatives port-

on in customer pricing or the bank can

folio – no diﬀerent in cost terms than fund-

choose to wear it, but the business line still

ing the cash asset side of the balance

needs to be charged for it (exactly as with

sheet. So at the very least, a bank needs

cash asset funding).

to incorporate FVA into its derivatives business returns and profitability analysis. Ideally, the governance of FVA will be incorporated alongside all collateral management
functions, including CVA, and overseen by

The magnitude of FVA is a direct function
of a bank’s COF which fluctuates, and so it
is important for FVA to reflect current reality. By definition, banks with the highest

the bank’s Treasury/ALM function.

COF (highest s and lowest perceived credit

Conclusions

tage in this space.

Notwithstanding the strategic objective of
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Gearing for the Future
in Risk Management:
FinRisk-GIC Event
Highlights

Werner Hahn
Director, Knight's Hammer
LLC
Co-chair, FinRisk Young Professionals Committee

On September 19th, 2014, The Financial Risk Institute in conjunction with its
partners at the Global Interdependence Center and the Federal Reserve Bank in
Philadelphia organized an event on the topics most important to understanding the
future of financial risk management.
In all, more than 70 participants from the financial risk management industry,
the Federal Reserve, and young professionals from as far away as the University of
Maryland travelled to Philadelphia to partake in the half-day conference.

We were pleased to host guest speakers

agencies could dramatically improve future

that included professors, regulatory ex-

market stability.

perts, legal experts, and corporate risk
management experts from across the U.S.
and Asia. The day started oﬀ with a call to
action from Ralph Giraud on the importance of financial risk management and a
look into the future in risk management.
All present agreed that, by working together, the private sector and regulatory

A Day’s Discussion
We had four discussion panels of experts
sharing their knowledge in an open, active
discussion among professionals on topics
as diverse as monetary policy at the Federal Reserve and the challenges facing lo-
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cal municipalities to the challenges pre-

esting panel covering “Operation & Regula-

sented by the exponential growth of data

tion of Investment Vehicles” focusing on

and corporate structures that increasingly

regulatory challenges concerning hedge

view risk management from a holistic per-

funds, ETFs (Exchange Traded Funds) and

spective in the financial and non-financial

mutual funds. Legal experts, Fabio Batta-

industries.

glia and Christopher Zimmerman, from the

Luke Tilley, the Oﬃcer and Economic Advisor with the Philadelphia Federal Reserve
provided an overview of Federal Reserve
policy through the financial crisis of 2008
and 2009 with an

Stradley Ronon Stevens & Young law firm
provided a regulatory overview, both current state and future trends in the United
States. The panel had an active discussion with the audience. Young profession-

insightful analysis of the potential future trends
in Federal Reserve policy.
Tom Kozlik, the
Director and Municipal Credit
Analyst for Janney Montgomery Scott, supplemented the
discussion with
an overview of
the challenges
local municipalities face when determining
how to structure their debt and on which
debt instruments they chose to rely.
Nicholas Kiritz a Senior Principal at the
Promontory Financial moderated an inter-

als and seasoned regulatory experts asked
and answered questions on the intricate
nature of U.S. regulatory environment over
these special investment vehicles. The
panelists and moderator succeeded in simplifying and clarifying the nature of the
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regulatory landscape while seasoned pro-

The final panel led by Frank Morisano,

fessionals in the audience astutely com-

Board Member of the Ma Lee Advisory

pared and contrasted the U.S. framework

company who travelled from Hong Kong to

with international eﬀorts in Europe and

share his insights and experience on the

Asia.

important topic of managing profitability in

Jeﬀerson Braswell, the founding partner
and CEO of the Tahoe Blue consulting firm
moderated the day’s panel on adjusting
the mindset of financial risk managers to
more eﬀectively integrate large scale,
granular financial data with the higher-level
aggregations of risk and exposure that are
needed by c-suite management and risk
oﬃcers. Michael Boldin, a Senior Economic Analyst with the Philadelphia Federal Reserve and Tom Kimner, the Head of
Americas Risk Practice for the SAS Institute spoke passionately on the need to harmonize and standardize financial data sets
within each institution and across the industry. This is needed to allow data analysts to identify signals in the noise including the need to create a standard legal entity identifier in the industry. Werner Hahn,
Co-Founder of Knight’s Hammer LLC examined the ways in which non-financial
company’s structure risk management and
the challenges of communicating risk
analysis to senior management and executives in Fortune 500 companies.

the face of heightened regulatory requirements in financial institutions. Along with
panelists Jeﬀ Curry, the Director of the
Regulatory & Risk Strategies at Deloitte &
Touche, Marti Tirinnanzi, CEO of Financial
Standards, and Annetta Cortez, Managing
Director of ACT Consulting, the panel highlighted several key challenges financial institutions face and provided suggestions
on areas requiring attention. Like other
panels before, there was significant audience interest in the subject.
More to Come
As explained at the conclusion of the
event, Steven Lee, founding member and
leader of The Financial Risk Institute,
events like those held in Philadelphia represent one of the ways to engage diverse
groups of stakeholders to seek out good
solutions to priority issues and common
problems. FinRisk seeks to provide a
strong platform for regulators, risk managers, and young professionals to keep an
open dialogue on the current challenges,
hot topics, and share good practices on
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challenges faced by the public and the pri-

information in the coming years, and to

vate sectors.

grow the pool of risk professionals dedi-

We all also need to encourage future generations of risk managers to continue to
build a broad based learning, including

cated to addressing the challenges of tomorrow.
We, at FinRisk (The Financial Risk Institute)
would once again like to
thank all of our guest speakers, our partners at the
Global Interdependence Center and the Federal Reserve
Bank in Philadelphia for their
help, without whom, this
event could not have occurred. But most importantly, we’d like to thank all
the participants and registrants for coming to the event
and making this a success
through active participation

learning lessons from past history, such as
the 2008 financial crisis. We were delighted that aside from representatives

and involvement. We hope to
see you all again and many more at future
FinRisk events.

from a few dozen institutions, we could

For more information, as well as the video

spend time before, during, and after the

of all four panel discussions, please visit

event with students from the University of

our GIC partner’s website at Gearing for

Maryland, Rutgers University, Rowan University, Chestnut Hill College, the University of Pennsylvania, and the Wharton Business School.

the Future in Risk Management and as
always, you can find out more information
on events and news at our site:
www.FinRisk.org.

It is our intention to build on these platforms for sharing and open exchanges of
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